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Série : S3
Epreuve du 1er groupe

ANSWER SHEET
I. READING COMPREHENSION

(9 marks)

A. 3 marks = 0.75 x 4 (T or F = 0.25 ;

justification = 0.5)

1. T No matter how well its transmissions are encrypted, the device it self remains vulnerable to
being hacked.
2. F. Secret service agents of the president are not allowed to carry even pagers, let alone smart
phones.
3. F. With either an Edge or a Guardion, voice calls are made in the usual way over any of the
commercial cellular networks.
4. T. SCIP phones are handled out only to the most trusted people
B. 1.5 marks = 0.5 x 3
5. hostile software owner
6. that fact the device could act as a radio beacons and broadcast the owner’s location.
7. trusty Blackberry / line 26 or Blackberry line 2.
C. 2 marks = 0.5 x 4
8. b. The Blackberry is most likely to being accessed Illegally.
9. a; Unlike other devices, the Edge has been tested over and over again.
10. a; He’s acquired an exact copy of his smart phone.
11. b. two smart phones are designed according to the NSA’s security norms.
D. 2.5 marks = 0.5 x 5
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

e. Privacy
c. Reliability
b. Vulnerability
a. Versatility
d. Interpolarity

II. LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE

(7 marks)

E. 3 marks = 0.5 x 4
17. Although he didn’t like technical subjects, he assiduously followed the lessons.
18. As soon as they open the laboratory, we will be able to maintain all the equipment.
19. As these systems haven’t been protected against hacking, they can be accessed easily.
20. Unless the security agents are trained to encrypt messages, they’ll expose him to danger.
F. 2 marks = 0.5 x 4
21. biggest – as quickly as
22. further
23. more
G. 2 marks = 0.5 x 4
24. has been manufacturing – has manufactured
25. seeing
26. relies
27. will have been (future perfect)
III. WRITING

(4 marks)

